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1 Description

dxFeedHonest Gold index™(“HAU”) reflects the value of gold priced in theworld’smost tradable currencies.
In particular, it is a longposition’s value in gold (expressed in percent)measured inmajorworld currencies
in proportion to their global market turnover.

The index follows the “dxFeed Fair Asset Value”methodology, described in a separate document.

2 Component Selection and Parameter Derivation

Components The set of index components

C = {USD, EUR,GBP, . . . }

consists of the 10 most tradable currencies according to their global market turnover, as aggregated and
reported by The Bank for International Settlements1.

Turnover data provides a measure of market activity and can be seen as a rough proxy for market liquid-
ity. Turnover is defined as the gross value of all new deals (buy + sell) entered into during a given period
and is measured in terms of the contracts’ nominal or notional amounts. In particular, BIS aggregates
data from central banks and other authorities in 53 jurisdictions. The accounted instruments include spot
transactions, outright forwards (more than two business days later), FX swaps (both spot/forward and for-
ward/forward), currency swaps, OTC options, and other products.

Weight The the weight of each component in the index is simply its share of the total turnover:

Weight𝑐 =
Turnover𝑐∑

𝑐′∈C Turnover𝑐′
, 𝑐 ∈ C.

Divisor TheDivisor parameter is set so that the very first value of the index is equal to 100. It is adjusted
at each rebalancing to ensure price continuity, see the “dxFeed Fair Asset Value”methodology for details.

Symbols The trade volumeof gold inUSDexceeds its trade volume in other currencies by several orders of
magnitude. This reflects the higher interest of market participants, hence a better estimate of “the price.”
Due to this, the price of gold nominated in other currencies𝑐 ∈ Cat time 𝑡 is computed as cross-rates using
SymbolBase𝑐 = Gold/USD and SymbolQuote𝑐 = 𝑐/USD (from particular sources, omitted, which are
again chosen to maximize the volume). For gold prices USD, SymbolDirectUSD = Gold/USD is used.

3 Index Computation

The index follows the “dxFeed Fair Asset Value” methodology and is computed as a weighted geometric
mean of exchange rates. Rate(𝑡, 𝑠) is the last known quote for a pair given by the symbol 𝑠 at time 𝑡 .

1https://www.bis.org/triennial.htm?m=2677
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4 Lifecycle &Maintenance

The index weights are rebalanced on a triennial basis (same as the BIS turnover data). See the “dxFeed Fair
Asset Value”methodology for details.
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Revision History

Jan 25, 2023 SWIFT data is no longer used to determine component weights due to difficulties related to
obtaining the source data.
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Disclaimer

Devexperts Inc. (“dxFeed”) might receive compensation for licensing its indices to third parties and pro-
viding customcalculation services. dxFeed products are governed by the terms and conditions of the agree-
ments under which they are provided. A license is required fromdxFeed to display, create derivative works
of, and/or distribute any product or service that uses, is based upon, and/or refers to any dxFeed index data.

It isnotpossible to investdirectly inan index. Exposure toanasset class representedbyan index is available
through investable instruments based on that index. dxFeedmakes no assurance that investment products
based on the indexwill accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. dxFeed
is not an investment advisor and makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in any
investment fund or other investment vehicle, including those based on dxFeed products or any documents
and statements found in this document. Prices for dxFeed indices are calculated by dxFeed based on the
prices of the index’s individual constituents as set by their primary exchange or source. Prices are received
by dxFeed either directly or from one of its third-party vendors. Vendors receive the prices from the pri-
mary exchanges.

Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only. The charts and graphsmay reflect hypothet-
ical historical performance. All information presented before the launch date is back-tested. Back-tested
performance is hypothetical, not actual performance. The back-test calculations are based on the same
methodology in effect after the indices’ official launch. Back-tested performance reflects the application
of an index’s methodology and selection of index constituents. It adds the benefit of hindsight and knowl-
edge of factors that may have positively affected its performance. Back-testing cannot account for all fi-
nancial risks affecting results and may be considered to reflect survivor/look-ahead bias. Actual returns
may differ significantly from, and be lower than, back-tested returns. Past performance is not an indica-
tion or guarantee of future results. Except for certain custom index calculation services, all information
provided by dxFeed is impersonal. It is not tailored to the needs of any person, entity, or group of persons.

Thematerials contained in thisdocumenthavebeenpreparedsolely for informationalpurposesbasedupon
information generally available to the public, retrieved from sources believed to be reliable. No content
within these materials (including index data, ratings, analysis, research, valuations, model, software, or
otherapplicationoroutput therefrom), oranypart thereof (“Content”)maybemodified, reverse-engineered,
reproduced, or distributed in any form or by anymeans, nor copied or stored in a database or retrieval sys-
tem, without dxFeed’s prior written permission.

dxFeed does not assume any obligation to update the Content following publication in any form or for-
mat. The Content shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. dxFeed and its third-party
data providers and licensors (collectively “dxFeed Parties”) do not guarantee the Content’s accuracy, com-
pleteness, timeliness, or availability. dxFeed is not responsible for any errors or omissions, regardless of
the cause, for the results obtained from the Content’s use.

The Content is provided on an “as is” basis. dxFeed disclaims all express or implied warranties, including,
but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use, freedom
from bugs, software errors or defects, and warranties of the Content’s uninterrupted functioning or oper-
ation with any software or hardware configuration.

Inno event shall dxFeedbe liable to anyparty for anydirect, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory,
punitive, special, or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, but not lim-
ited to, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of the Content, even
if advised of the possibility of such damages.
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